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A DIACHRONIC P E R S P E C T I V E ON O L D ENGLISH D E A D J E C -
T I V A L NOUNS ENDING IN -I»(U)/-T(U) 

0. 

Modern English deadjectival nouns ending in -th {length, mirth, warmth etc.) 
are examples of a closed and unproductive word-formation set whose members 
have, from a diachronic perspective, frozen into lexicalisations. Sloth is no de
rivative of slow for present-day speech feeling. In warmth, -th is analysable, but 
the suffix cannot be added synchronically to an adjective to provide a noun (cf. 
Bauer 1983.48-9, with examples such as *psychedelicth, *surrealth). What fol
lows is an attempt to explore some of the historical prerequisites of this lexicali-
sation process. Its roots must be sought in Old English where -th, 'a substantival 
suffix of doubtful currency' in Modern English (Marchand 1969.349), still 
ranked, in its corresponding Old English forms, among 'common affixes' (Quirk 
and Wrenn 1957.114, 118). The lexicalisation process is likely to have been 
complex and, owing to the nature of linguistic evidence we have of (Late) Old 
and (Early) Middle English, difficult to reconstruct in its entirety. 

1. 

Modern English deadjectival nouns in -th go back to Old English abstract 
nouns ending in -f)(u)/-d(u)/ and -t(u) (the latter form arose by assimilation, after 
consonants such as d, h, s, etc.). These were formed from adjectives and denoted 
states and qualities (fdh, 'hostile' - fahd, 'hostility'; cene, 'bold' - cen?u, 
'boldness'). The same suffix also formed nouns of quality and state from verbs 
and nouns (cf. abelgan, 'to irritate' - cebylgfju, 'anger'; beof, 'thief - f?iefp(u), 
'theft'). 

1.1. Variant forms that existed in the nouns of this word-formation and in
flectional pattern (-/?u nouns represented a subtype of o-stems) were largely due 
to the joint workings of i-mutation, syncopation, apocopation, and to subsequent 
remodelling by analogy. A typical word-formation structure of this pattern at the 
dawn of the Old English period, e.g. *lang-if>o (> OE lengfru, ModE length), 
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contained an - i - in the suffix that triggered an i-mutation of the vowel in the pre
ceding syllable (*lang- > leng-). The medial syllable of originally trisyllabic 
nouns was syncopated in Old English owing to the fact that most of these nouns 
had a long root syllable (*lengi- > leng-). The final -u should have then re
mained phonologically, but was often dropped on the analogy of long-syllable o-
stem nouns of the type lar, wund. Subsequently, there was other intervention by 
analogy, due to such factors as extraction of forms from oblique cases into the 
nominative, etc.' 

2. 

For the present analysis, a sample of the Old English abstract deadjectival 
nouns ending in -p(u)/-t(u) and their variants has been collected from A Concise 
Anglo-Saxon Dictionary by Clark Hall (and Meritt). The sample has been 
checked against Bos worth and Toller's An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary and, in spu
rious instances, against A Microfiche Concordance of Old English. Only nouns 
of undisputed etymological and derivational background have been included in 
the sample, with an exclusion of their compounds and derivations (see the Ap
pendix). 

3. 

The sample contains 56 nouns. Out of these, 24 are based on a very produc
tive subtype of derivation from adjectives in -leas (ModE -less: mete, 'food* -
meteleas, 'without food' - meteleast, 'lack of food, starvation'). Twenty-four 
nouns of the sample have a parallel formation ending in a hugely productive 
suffix -nesl-nis with what appears to be little or no difference in meaning 
{moerd, 'glory, fame, famous exploit' - marnes, 'greatness, honour, fame'; 
geleqflest - geleajlesnes, both meaning 'unbelief). Five nouns out of the 56 
(marked by (t) in the Appendix) are attested in poetic texts only; another 10 
occur very rarely in prose without being recorded in poetry (marked by (=) in 
the Appendix). This means that more than one fourth of the sampled nouns 
seems to have had no more than a marginal existence in the corpus of Old Eng
lish. Altogether, these figures and ratios indicate that—despite the appraisals by 
Quirk and Wrenn (1957.114, 118) and Marchand (1969.349) of the suffix -/>(«)/-
t(u) as productive in Old English—this type of word-formation was by then past 
its prime.2 

3.1. While it is evident that such a loss of productivity was bound to pave the 
way for the lexicalisation process of later centuries, it also had its specific syn
chronic causes. These should primarily be looked for in the effects of the proc
esses that were briefly described in 1.1. above: i-mutation, syncopation and apo-
copation due to rhythmical conditioning. 

3.1.1. Out of 94 spelling variants attested for the 56 nouns in the sample, 77 

For details, see e.g. Campbell (1959, §§ 585-589). 
Cf. a passing comment by Miroslaw Nowakovski in A Study in Generative Historical Lin
guistics. On Language Change. Some Aspects of Old English Nominalizations, PoznaA 1978, 
about a 'doubtful productivity' of this suffix (103). 
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are conditioned by effects of i-mutation and/or syncope and/or apocope. Except 
for two instances, i-mutation in the -p(u)/-t(u) nouns is always accompanied by 
syncopation. Syncopation occurs even when rules of i-mutation do not apply. 
Fifty-one occurrences out of the 77 spelling variants exhibit a maximally re
duced syllable structure due to syncopation and apocopation. This cumulative 
effect of i-mutation, syncopation and apocopation contributes to the tendency 
towards increasingly short word forms, which becomes favourable to incipient 
typological isolation. Moreover, this effect has another two highly important 
structural aspects. Firstly, by widening the gap between deadjectival nouns and 
their respective adjectives (earm, 'poor, wretched' vs. iermdu, iermd, 'misery, 
poverty'; cf. PG *arm vs. *armipo), this cumulative effect helps to increase the 
opacity of the morphophonemic system of Old English. As an alternation-bound 
derivational strategy, it works counter to the progression of the language from 
root-based to stem-based to word-based inflection and derivation.3 Secondly, by 
vowel deletion it increases the number and variability of consonant clusters (e.g. 
*rumi?d > rymp, 'amplitude', cf. rum, 'roomy, wide, ample'; *wargipo > wyr-
gdu, 'curse, condemnation, punishment wickedness'; cf. wearg, 'wicked, 
cursed, wretched; outlaw'). This is another typologically highly relevant feature: 
progressive isolation in the system of the language will favour a smaller func
tional load of such 'consonant combinations',4 ousting in the long run to periph
eral use and ultimately disallowing many of them.5 

3.1.1.1. In this respect, an increased presence in the lexical system of the suf
fix -nes is highly significant. While the more ancient PG *-ipo (attested, apart 
from Old English and Old High German, also in Gothic) moves away, through 
vowel deletion in syncopation and apocopation (> -p(u)), from agglutination,6 

the younger, solely West Germanic -nes retains its agglutinative character. The 
syllabic structure of this 'heavy derivative suffix' (Campbell) allows smoother 
syncopation (cf. piece, 'thick, dense' - picnes, 'thickness, density') and easier 
distribution of consonant clusters between two neighbouring syllables (cf. 
pweorh, 'perverse' - pweorhnes, 'perversity'). With regard to the effects of i -
mutation, it shows less phonological and morphological variation: of its two 
variants, it is -nes, disallowing i-mutation, which is West Saxon and therefore 
much more general in the corpus of Old English (in contrast to -nis, non-West 
Saxon and mutating the back vocalic element in the preceding syllable). Moreo-

i For an overall perspective of Old English word-formation, see Kastovsky (1992.397-400). 
4 See SkaliCka (1964). 
5 Though the overall situation with regard to an increased presence of consonant clusters in Old 

English seems to have been very dynamic and vacillating, numerous examples could be 
quoted to show how the language resisted the creation of consonant clusters: by frequent as
similations, by lack of syncopation (cf. e.g. Campbell 1959, § 589 (5), by loss of consonants 
in triple groups (cf. e.g. Campbell 1959, § 476), by developments of parasite vowels (cf. e.g. 
Campbell 1959, § 359), etc. Cf. also the incipient simplification of consonant clusters in the 
nouns in the Appendix: hleow? > hleo?; ierg?u > yr5u, yrcflu; myrgS > myrd; strengd > 
strend. 

6 The term is used here in accordance with the theory of the Prague School Typology; cf. Sgall 
(1995). 
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ver, the mutated forms that did exist seem to have been well integrated in the 
lexical subsystem of Old English abstract nouns by employing parallel non-
mutated and mutated formations for semantic differentiation (cf. e.g. halnes, 
'wholeness' vs. hcelnes, 'salvation'; weargnes, 'cruelty, hardship' vs. wyrgnes, 
'abuse, cursing'). The continuing productivity of -nes(s) into the present is in 
keeping with the typological fact that agglutination plays a prominent role in 
Middle, Early Modern and Modem English word-formation. 

3.1.1.2. The role of the productive subtype of the -/>(«)/-f(«)-formation in -
leas may well have been similar. Only five nouns of this pattern show, as a vari
ant form, effects of i-mutation (*leas-i?o > llest (later > list; listllyst in spell
ing): giemeleastlglemellest, etc.). This insensitiveness to i-mutation indicates 
that, after vowel deletion and consonant assimilation in the -ipo suffix, the chain 
of two originally agglutinative suffixes (*leas + ipo) had perhaps been reinter
preted into one {least, lest rather than llest; '-lessness'), perhaps on association 
with the superlative adjectival form -least, Icest. This new nominal suffix would 
then be partially divorced from the corresponding adjectival form -leas. These 
developments seem to be corroborated by the fact that a number of adjectives in 
-leas and of nouns in -least lack a corresponding noun/adjective, cf. e.g. 
wcepenleas, 'weaponless', hlafordleas, Mordless', mcegleas, 'without relatives', 
mcegdleas, 'not of noble birth', treowleas, 'faithless, treacherous'; larleast, 
'want of instruction, ignorance', hlqfleast, 'want of bread', werodlest, 'lack of 
fighters'. The reinterpretation could also be linked to the fact that nouns in -
least seem to be in the sample distinctly associated with the language of /Elfric 
and so be, in contrast to the decreasing productivity of other -p(u)/-t(u) forma
tions, of late Old English origin. 

3.2. The destinies of -p(u)/-t(u) nouns in Middle English are beyond the scope 
of the present study but some of the lexicalisation process in the pattern is clear 
enough to describe briefly. There seems to be a continuing formal separation 
between the nouns and their formative adjectives, often with one and/or the 
other transferred into a marked, specialised and increasingly peripheral use (cf. 
OE cw?, 'known, certain' and cyddu, 'acquaintance, knowledge; friendship; kin
ship; kinsfolk, native land, etc' vs. Modern English couth and kith; now dialec
tal lew 'sheltered from the wind' and lewth 'shelter' from OE Meow, Meow?; cf. 
also slow and sloth mentioned above). This process of formal separation corre
sponds with the general increase of dissociative vocabulary and word-
formation in the language (Kastovsky) and its transition to typological isola
tion. 7 In new coinages, phonological and morphological conditioning gives 
way to lexical/semantic motivation (cf. e.g. depth (1393), modelled on length 
and height* followed by lowth (1526) and width (1627); coolth (1547) coined 

Cf. also Bohumil Trnka's concept of etymological (= word) feeling and its relationship to the 
analytical tendency in English (see e.g. his "Analysis and Synthesis in English", English 
StudiesX, 1928.138-144). 
Cf. Old English hieh?(u), heah?u\ from the 13th century onwards, the final -th varied with 
with the latter prevailing in literary language after 1500 but the former abundant in writing in 
the south of England till the 18th century. 
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after warmth (c. 1175, probably based on unrecorded OE *wcermdu, wiermdu); 
wealth (c. 1250) modelled on health in the sense of 'well-being' (attested till 
1652), etc.). On the whole, however, many more factors are likely to have inter
vened and the whole problem must also be seen in connection with issues of 
lexical mortality, borrowing and synonymic/homonymic clashes in (Early) Mid
dle English. 

Appendix: Old English Deadjectival Nouns in -b(u)/-t(u) 
(based on Clark Hall, J. R. 4ih edM with Supplement by H. D. Meritt 1960) 

(t) - poetic use only (= ) - marginal use in prose 

andgietleast ('want of understanding' > andgietleas, 'foolish, sense
less') 

(t) arleast ('disgraceful deed' > arleas, 'dishonourable, base') 
(=) beamiest ('childlessness' > bearnleas, 'childless') 
(=) behef?, behej?u ('want, need' > behefe, 'suitable, necessary') 

bierhtu, beorhtu, birihto ('brightness, brilliance' > beorht, 'bright, 
brilliant, noble') 

(t) cen?u ('boldness' > cene, 'bold, fierce, powerful') 
cydd, cyddu ('acquaintance, knowledge; friendship; kinship; native 
land, home' > cu?, ('known, certain, familiar') 
earmdu, iermd, iermdu ('misery, poverty, disease, crime' > earm, 
'poor, wretched, miserable') 
ea?mettu ('humility, weakness, impotency' > ea?mdd, ea?mede, 
'humble-minded, gentle, obedient, benevolent, friendly') 

(t) fagd ('imminent death' > fcege, 'doomed , fated') 
fcehd, f&hde, fcehdu ('hostility, violence, revenge, feud' >fah, 'hostile, 
guilty, proscribed') 

(=) freondleast ('want of friends' > freondleas, 'friendless') 
frymd,frumd,frymdu ('origin, beginning, foundation; created things' > 
frum, 'primal, original, first') 
fyld ('filth, uncleaness, impurity' > Jul, 'foul, unclean, impure') 

(=) gedrlh? ('sobriety, gravity' > gedreoh, gedreog, 'fit, sober, serious') 
geleqflest, geleqflyst ('unbelief > geleafleas, 'unbelieving') 

(=) gemyndlest ('madness' > myndleas, 'foolish, senseless') 
{ge)sald ('hap, fortune; happiness, prosperity; blessing' > sel, 'good, 
excellent; noble; happy, prosperous') 
(ge)synto ('soundness, health; prosperity, welfare, salvation' > gesund, 
'sound, safe; whole, uninjured, healthy, prosperous') 
giemeleast, giemeliest ('carelessness, neglect' > giemeleas, 'careless, 
negligent') 
hafenleast ('want, poverty' > hafenleas, 'destitute, poor') 
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hceld, hceldo ('health, salvation, healing' > hal, 'whole, entire'; 
'uninjured, healthy, sound') 
hieh?u, hieh?; heah?u ('height, summit, heaven' > heah, 'high, tall, 
lofty') 

(=) hlqfleast ('want of bread' > *hlafleas, '(being) without bread') 
Meow?, hleo? ('shelter, covering, warmth > hleow, 'sheltered, warm, 
sunny') 

(=) hrif?o ('scurfiness' > hreof, 'rough, scabby, leprous') 
hygeleast ('heedlessness, folly' > hygeleas, 'thoughtless, foolish, 
rash') 
hydd, hyd, hyddo ('gain, advantage' > gehyde, 'appropriate, conven
ient') 
iergd, iergdu, yrcdu, yrgd, yrgdo, yrhdu ('remissness, sloth, coward
ice' > earg, 'slothful, sluggish; cowardly; wretched; useless') 
larleast ('want of instruction, ignorance' > Harleas, 'ignorant') 
Icedd, Iceddo ('wrong, injury, hatred, malice' > la?, 'hated, hateful, 
hostile, loathsome') 
lengdu ('length' > lang, 'long') 
lifleast, liflcest ('loss of life, death' > lijleas, 'not endowed with life; 
inanimate; dead') 
mcegenleast, mcegleast ('weakness, feebleness; inability' > mcegenleas, 
'powerless, feeble, helpless') 
mcerd, mcerdu, mer?u, mar?u ('glory, fame, famous exploit' > mcere, 
'famous, great, excellent') 
meteliesl, meteleast ('lack of food, starvation' > meteleas, 'without 
food') 
modleast ('want of courage, despondency' > modleas, 'spiritless') 
myrgd, myrhd, myrd ('mirth, joy, pleasure; sweetness (of sound)' > 
myrge, myrig, 'pleasing agreeable; sweet') 
ofermetto, ofermceto, ofermedu ('pride' > ofermod, 'proud; insolent', 
ofermcete, 'excessive, immoderate') 
recceliest, receliestu, receleast ('carelessness, negligence' > receleas, 
'careless, negligent') 

(=) rymd ('amplitude' > rum, 'roomy, wide, ample') 
scamleast ('impudence, immodesty' > scamleas, 'impudent, immod
est') 
slcepleast ('sleeplessness' > slcepleas, 'sleepless') 
slcewd ('sloth, indolence' > slaw, slaw, 'slow, sluggish, torpid, lazy') 
sorgleast ('security' > sorgleas, 'free from sorrow or care') 
strengd, strengdu, strend ('strength, force, vigour; ability; firmness, 
fortitude; violence' > Strang, 'powerful; able; firm; brave; violent') 
treow? ('truth', faith, fidelity, pledge, covenant' > treow(e), 'true, 
faithful, honest') 
trymd ('strength, support; staff, prop' > trum, 'firm, fixed, secure, 
strong, sound') 
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(=) unlcettu ('sin' > unlced(e), 'poor, miserable, wretched, accursed, 
wicked') 
wceterleast ('want of water' > wceterleas, 'waterless') 

(=) wegleast, weglist ('trackless place, wilderness' > wegleas, 'out of the 
way, erroneous; without a road') 

(t) werodlest ('lack of fighters' > *werodleas, 'having no fighters') 
wifleast ('lack of women' > wifleas, 'unmarried') 
witleast ('folly, madness' > witleas, 'foolish, mad') 
wrced(d), wra?do, wrad, wreo? ('wrath, anger, indignation' > wra?, 
'wroth, furious, angry, hostile; evil, cruel) 

(t) wyrgdu ('curse, condemnation, punishment, evil, wickedness') > 
wearg, 'wicked, cursed, wretched') 
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